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HOW DID WE GET HERE?

6

Phase 1: Development of Preliminary KPI List

Phase 2: Data Discovery and Collection 

Phase 3: Development of Initial KPI Shortlist - Part 1 and 2 

Phase 4: Recommendation of Harmonized KPIs 

Phase 5: Enabling environment around data 

The development of the KPI Framework was comprised of 4 phases, led by GOGLA and WB/IFC

Lighting Global, in close coordination with the GOGLA Business Development Working Group.

Throughout each phase, a systematic feedback process with industry, investors, and institutional

partners has been conducted.
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KPI DEVELOPMENT PHASES & TIMELINE

•WB, IFC, GOGLA formed a KPI long-list derived from early investors (02/16)

•DESCO companies ranked their relevance at a roundtable (02/16) and via survey (03/16) 

Phase 1: Development of Preliminary KPI List

•Assessment of “Current State of the Data” in the PAYG sector, including identifying the feasibility of the 
proposed indicators for companies (03/16)

•Work with data sharers to review available data (04-05/16) 

Phase 2: Data Discovery and Collection 

•Investors confirmed usefulness of an initial KPI shortlist and provided inputs into a potential KPI Framework 
model at a roundtable in New York City (04/16)

•Consultation of definitions at the GOGLA Annual Meeting in Nairobi (05/16)

•Initial tests on the current availability of the inputs to each draft KPI, test data quality and fidelity (06-08/16) 

•Identification and testing of proxy measures for draft KPI inputs from other industry (08-11/16) 

Phase 3: Development of KPI Shortlist

•Expert review of KPI (11/16-02/17) 

•Development of code and data schema for KPI (01-02/17) 

•Production of Technical Guide and Detailed Definitions (initial draft 05/17, enhanced version 01/18)

Phase 4: Recommendation of Harmonized KPIs

•Taxonomy development (06/17-11/17), including consultation with GOGLA Business Development WG (10/17)

•Launch data research collaboration with GOGLA, Angaza and DrivenData (09-11/17) 

•Develop Data Playbook on data management and use of data science, collaboration with Lendable (12/17) 

Phase 5: Enabling Environment
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Measuring progress in the

Off-grid Solar Industry



DrivenData:
AI for Social Impact

Data science in the off-grid solar industry

● Impact research and measurement

● KPIs for PAYGO 

● Industry trends analysis

● Emerging data opportunities

Other work across sectors including 

cancer diagnosis, anti-human trafficking, 

smart education budgeting, and mobile 

money adoption. drivendata.co



Agenda

Context for the KPIs

Overview of Each KPI

A Case Study

Takeaways



Profitability Sustainability



“Local debt financing will be a game changer.”

Gaurav Gupta, Dalberg

Opening Plenary



When asked what would be key to unlocking 
financing, most of the people in the room raised 
their hands for standardized reporting metrics.

“Commercial Finance as a Catalyst for Growth” Session



KPIs are how we start
the conversation.



Getting Started



What You Need to Calculate the KPIs

Customer Payment Ledger

• Receipt ID

• Date

• Customer ID

• Amount

• Currency

• Scheduled/Completed

• Product

• Payment Type (deposit, monthly payment, repair, 

final payment, etc.)

Company Financials

• EBITDA

• Assets

• Liabilities

• Equity

• Costs (stock insurance, transportation, maintenance) 

Standards Compliance



What’s in the KPI Technical Guide

Definition Why Does It 

Matter?

Calculation
Notes and 

Adjustments



KPIs v1.0

Context for the KPIs

Overview of Each KPI

A Case Study

Takeaways

bit.ly/ogs-kpis



I. Average Revenue Per Unit (ARPU)



II. Average Unit Cost



III. Average Credit Period



IV. Average Customer Deposit as a Proportion of Unit Cost



V. Portfolio at Risk



VI. Portfolio Size



VII. Churn



VIII. Standard Deviation of Amount Behind/Ahead



IX. Average Total Expected Revenue



Optional KPIs



X. EBITDA Break-even



XI. Average Maintenance Cost



XII. Standards Compliance



XIII. FX Exposure: Net Open Position as a Percentage of Equity



Recommendations
Track the KPIs Over Time

Use the KPIs to Start the Conversation

Refer to the Industry Standard

Build or Buy the Data Systems you Need



A Case Study in 

Measuring the KPIs



HOW WE 

IMPLEMENTED THE 

GOGLA KPIS AT 

SOLARIS OFFGRID
BENJAMIN DAVID, CTO



3 CASES FOR OUR OPERATIONAL 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GOGLA KPIS

• KPIs we had already implemented before and were using operationally in our platform on 

a day to day basis

• KPIs for which we had a different measure for the same thing and are now standardizing

• KPIs that we were not yet tracking in a regular operational way (e.g. just calculated from 

time to time by our analysts) and are now adopting as part of the platform



ALREADY ADOPTED KPIS

• Average Revenue Per User (1):  Aligned with operational targets, historical 

tracking. Different assumption about pre-payments on the GOGLA version.

• Average Total Expected Revenue (9): Critical KPI.  Key assumptions about leads and 

repossession. 

• Average credit period (3):  We had a different name (offer length). Has been critical 

to our operational strategies. 







ALREADY ADOPTED KPIS

• Useful metrics, great operational value and key to our business

• Good to see them standardized

• The fact that they are now GOGLA KPIs pushed us to integrate them in a more granular 

way (e.g. with historical tracking, ability to filter at the shop level, etc.)



KPIS WE WERE TRACKING DIFFERENTLY

• Churn (7) and Portfolio size (6): Lack of payment in the last 90 days is not the main 

criteria for churn in a lot of businesses. Specific rules that differ from business to 

business. Assumption about repossession. Good to have a standardized “GOGLA churn”. 

• Portfolio at Risk (5): Similar assumptions to churn. 

• Standard Deviation of Amount Ahead/Behind on Payments (8): Key assumption 

about grace periods. 



KPIS WE WERE TRACKING DIFFERENTLY

• The GOGLA definition helps us and our partners communicate with investors in a clear 

and standardized way

• Occasional issues with metrics that have business model specific components

• In some case we now have two metrics measuring the same things with different rules: 

• one that is used for the communication with investors

• one that is mostly used by field teams



KPIS THAT WERE NOT TRACKED OPERATIONALLY 
INSIDE THE PLATFORM 

• Average unit cost (2): Added data capture. 

• Average Customer Deposit as a Proportion of Unit Cost (4)

• Standard compliance (12): Good for multi device support.

• EBIDTA (10): Added data capture. Even trying to push it to Net Income to have a 

GAAP measure but difficult to automatize.  Assumption about “company as a whole”. 

• FX Exposure (13):  Assumption about the company to consider. 

• Average maintenance cost (11): Key assumption about the split sales / maintenance. 



RECOMMENDATIONS

• Adopt the KPIs!

• Make your assumptions clear and transparent to your users and the people you are 

communicating with

• Embrace having different metrics for the same measure, depending on who is going to be 

using them



THANKS! 



Taxonomy
For Off-grid Energy Companies
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KPIs enable 

harmonization

Taxonomy enables 

differentiation
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Taxonomy Organization

Taxonomy

Element B

Characteristic
1

Characteristic
3

Characteristic
2

Sub 
Characteristic

Sub 
Characteristic

Sub 
Characteristic

 Areas of difference between
 business models
 Exhaustive and exclusive

 Common/standard approach with an 
element

 Non-exhaustive and non-exclusive

Element CElement A

Global Off-Grid Solar
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Taxonomy Organization

Element B

 Common to all offerings (i.e. does 
not depend on the product or 
customer segment)

 Corporate-level

 Singular for each company

Element CElement A ...

Company-wideOffering-specific
 Different depending on the product or 

customer segment
 Each offering will have different 

choices within the elements

 Each offering treated as a separate 
business model

Taxonomy
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Taxonomy Example

Consumer 
Financing type

Immediate Sale /
Upfront Payment /

“Cash” Sale

......

Taxonomy

Rental – short term 
no long term obligation

Lease-to-own
Perpetual Lease / 
Fee-for-Service / 

Subscription

Lease Period 
(if continuously Paid):

12 to <24 months

Lease Period 
(if continuously Paid):

<12 months

Lease Period 
(if continuously Paid):

<24 to 36 months

Lease Period 
(if continuously Paid):
36 months and greater

Global Off-Grid Solar
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Elements

Value Chain Focus

Technology (Hardware)

Technology 
(Software / 

Customer Management)

Appliances

Additional non-energy 
products/services

Primary Customer

Customer Vetting

Enforcement / 
Repossession

Distribution

Marketing

Sales

Source of financing for 
Credit Offerings

FOREX risk 
management

Product Offering 
(system services 

and size)

Installation

Device connectivity / 
activation

Customer Financing
type

Payment Flexibility

Upfront Payment

Payment Process

Value Chain

Product Offering

Customer and 
Customer Management

FOREX

Channels and 
Partnerships

Product Details Financing Details

Company-Wide elements Offering-Specific
(product or customer segment)

elements

Global Off-Grid Solar
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Questions and Feedback

Organization? Elements and 

Characteristics?
Potential use?
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Data Playbook
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Why you should be excited

about data



Agenda

Context for the Data Playbook

What Data to Collect

The Business Case for Data Science

A Brief Introduction to the Tools 

Recommendations



What using data should
feel like



Hackers (1995)



Often, what using data actually
feels like





The Data Playbook will help
change that



Data

Playbook
bit.ly/ogs-kpis

Context for the Data Playbook

What Data to Collect

The Business Case for Data Science

A Brief Introduction to the Tech 

Recommendations



Data Collection

Customer Data

- Payments

- Demographics

- Location

Device Data

- Usage

- Payments

- Characteristics

Operational Data

- Sales data

- Agent networks

- Maintenance

- Supply chain

External Data

- Weather

- Sunlight

- Satellite imagery

- Population and census data



Data

Playbook
bit.ly/ogs-kpis

Context for the Data Playbook

What Data to Collect

The Business Case for Data Science

A Brief Introduction to the Tech 

Recommendations



Descriptive Analytics



Portfolio Health

Measurement

• Industry KPIs

• Analysis by Product

• Analysis by Region

• Analysis by Payment Type



Loan Terms

Optimization

• Explore effect of term 

across the portfolio

• Nominal term

• Payment period

• Downpayment

• Price per payment

• Price per day



Operational Insight

• What regions are performing 

well or poorly?

• What staff and strategies 

result in better repayment ?

• How do other factors such as 

location, weather, and 

competition affect sales?



Predictive Analytics



Fraud Detection

• Detect device tampering

• Inaccurate reporting by 

contractors and subsidiaries 

• MongoDB



Likelihood to Repay

• Detect device tampering

• Inaccurate reporting by 

contractors and subsidiaries 

• MongoDB



Prescriptive Analytics



Preventative

Maintenance

• Which devices will need 

service?

• Battery replacements before it 

affects customers

• Pre-order and stock 

replacement parts that will be 

necessary



Field Agent 

Deployment

• What are the next areas to 

expand into?

• Where is my agent coverage 

insufficient?



Recommending

Other Products

and Services

• Move people up the energy 

ladder at the right time

• Recommend bulbs, 

batteries, appliances

• Stock the items that 

customers will want



Data

Playbook
bit.ly/ogs-kpis

Context for the Data Playbook

What Data to Collect

The Business Case for Data Science

A Brief Introduction to the Tech 

Recommendations



Collecting and

Storing Data

SaaS Products

• CRMs

• Sector-specific software platforms

Hosted Databases

• Amazon Redshift

• Google Bigquery

• Microsoft Azure

Build Your Own

• PostgresQL

• MySQL

• MongoDB



Data Science Tools

Paid Tools (with support and training)

• SAS

• STATA

• SPSS

• STSJMP

• Tableau

Free Tools (limited support/training)

• Python

• R

• D3



Data Science Capacity

Outsourcing Projects

• Ability to flex up/down based on needs

• Quicker turnaround

• Can hire for orgs with experience in your 

industry

• Can be good if most valuable projects are 

well-known already and predefined

• Need to be ready to engage by having 

data and collection systems in place

Building Internal Capacity

• Is machine learning or AI a key 

differentiator?

• Can be hard to find and hire data scientists

• Need to have enough projects to support 

FTE hires

• Need to find self-starting analysts

• Long-term capacity within the organization

• Core capacity in data science can help 

improve your own business and add value 

to your customers



Recommendations

Invest in Data Collection + Infrastructure

Create A Data Strategy

Build Intelligence into Your Operations



Wrap Up

Provide us feedback

Utilize the KPIs and Tools

Participate in the process
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Feedback 

survey
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ANNEX



DEVELOPMENT OF PRELIMINARY KPI LIST 

The team initially developed a comprehensive list of over 50 indicators that were thought of as

important for industry stakeholders.

Who was consulted? The initial (long list) list was developed in direct collaboration with IFC,

GOGLA, and over 12 DESCO companies and investors.

How was their feedback captured? The group sought to validate the initial (long list) of KPI

through a combination of surveys, virtual group meetings, and one-to-one consultations with

selected companies and investors.

What was the result? The group was able to validate the relevance and importance of the

initial set of KPI to both investors and companies and prioritize

1
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DEVELOPMENT OF PRELIMINARY KPI LIST –

DESCO COMPANY FEEDBACK
1

Some feedback from DESCO companies:

KPI should be simple and precisely defined.

They are for potential investors, not for a broader audience.

They must account for diversity and evolution of business models.

Customer-level data vary widely; KPI reporting system needs to be practical.

Guidance should be provided so that low or high values for individual KPI are not interpreted 

incorrectly as “good” or “bad” in isolation.
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DATA DISCOVERY AND COLLECTION 

The team sought to understand the industry’s state of data availability and data collection

mechanisms to identify the practicality of implementing the KPI Framework that would be useful,

relevant, and easy-to-use for all stakeholders.

Who was consulted? The research was conducted in direct collaboration with a cross section

of GOGLA members. These included companies operating with a variety of business models, at

a variety of scales, in a variety of geographies.

How was their feedback captured? The task team conducted several written surveys and

phone interviews with companies to understand existing and emerging issues around data

collection, infrastructure, and usage, incl. any possible roadblocks to data sharing.

What was the result? The group developed a “State of the Data” report that sought to capture

overall findings from ‘data discovery’ inquiries with companies (ensuring confidentiality of the

survey participants) and ensure that design of the KPI framework reflected these findings

accurately.

2
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DATA DISCOVERY AND COLLECTION - EXAMPLES

Participating GOGLA members were asked to voluntarily contribute some raw sample data – an

anonymized sample of project level data, which could include static project or system

characteristics, customer characteristics, payment, and utilization histories (depending on the

availability by DESCO).

The task team was able to observe how companies were collecting (i) administrative data

(payment/default history, usage, etc.), (ii) intake data (demographics, employment and income,

expected use, credit history, etc.) and (iii) macro data (basic economic conditions, regulatory

environment, etc.), as well as the data infrastructure in place used to manage that data (fully-

integrate scalable distributed databases with application program interfaces (API) v. traditional

SQL databases).

The data collection, interviews and analysis have been conducted by a third party – an

independent data consultancy The Impact Lab (lead researchers are Matt Gee and Thomas

Plagge).

2
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE KPI SHORTLIST    

The team sought to further validate the initial list of preliminary KPI to develop a final shortlist.

Who was consulted? The initial shortlist was developed in direct collaboration with some

investors (IFC, Deutsche Bank, OPIC, Lendable, ResponsAbility Fund, SunFunder, etc.). The task

team sought to obtain feedback on it from a larger pool of both equity and debt investors, incl. local

financial institutions in emerging markets.

How was their feedback captured? The task team conducted several written surveys, phone

interviews and face-to-face meetings with over 17 investors and industry experts. Two

consultations took place during industry conferences, such as the PAYG Investor Roundtable in

NYC in April 2016, and the GOGLA Annual Meeting in Nairobi in May 2016.

What was the result? The initial KPI shortlist was developed and presented to the industry in May

2016. While this list is not static and may be modified over the coming months, reflecting the

dynamic nature of the industry, the team has began to test the validity of these KPI with various

investors and companies.

88
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DEVELOPMENT OF KPI SHORTLIST

INVESTOR FEEDBACK 

Focus should be on unique aspects of this industry, not replace an existing appraisal process.

Harmonized definitions are key: industry needs to agree on the terminology.

Correlated risk factors should be considered, not just individual customer credit risk.

KPI are useful as a first assessment, but can’t entirely replace microdata.

Several large working capital funds are being set up; they are committed to using KPI as an

assessment protocol.

Investors suggested a ‘finance inventory’ to improve coordination and facilitate blended deals

(SE4ALL are advancing it).

89
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DEVELOPMENT OF KPI RECOMMENDATIONS (IN PROGRESS)

Under this phase the team will seek to:

(i) Refine the KPI shortlist into a set of validated KPIs by verifying that the KPI can be readily computed

using the data collected by most companies and (b) testing the significance of the KPIs for their predictive

power in terms of future portfolio performance (expected versus actual receivables)

(ii) Develop code and data schema to enable investors and companies to effectively extract KPI from their

database system and conduct analyses on the data sets.

(iii) Pilot the code and data schema with selected investors and companies to test the quality of the

code and data schema (visual quality, syntactical correctness, etc.), and correlations between the KPI

variables and company/investment performance (predictive analytics). The team is already collaborating

with Lendable and SunFunder (two key investors in the sector), and will be providing them with the code to

calculate KPI from their existing data, test their significance and share their anonymous aggregated results

without the task team needing access to confidential data.

(iv) Promote the development of a KPI toolkit for companies and investors (incl. local financial

Institutions) to build capacity of companies and investors to apply the toolkits for their particular set of

needs including on (a) how to adapt financial instruments according to the operational needs of the

companies, and (b) how to use KPI to establish industry benchmarks and identify operational areas that

could be modified to improve a company’s performance.

4
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DEVELOPMENT OF KPI RECOMMENDATIONS - EXAMPLE

How to compute KPIs:

With the exception of EBITDA Breakeven, all of the shortlisted KPIs can be computed from a simple
ledger-style data extract, which includes all scheduled and completed transactions for each

customer, plus a table of product characteristics. The ledger columns should include:

· Date
· Customer ID

· Receipt ID

· Amount

· Currency

· Expected/Completed (completed only for pay-per-use models)

· Type (deposit, return, monthly payment, repair, etc)

·             Product type

For example, a new customer purchase of a financed product would result in a Completed deposit entry

and N expected monthly payment entries. Each month (ideally), a new completed payment with the same

Receipt ID would be entered into the ledger. This structure makes it easy to calculate the KPIs across a

wide range of business models.

4
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STAKEHOLDERS CONSULTED UNDER DIFFERENT PHASES

92

Acumen

Azuri Technologies

DfID

d.light

Fenix international 

Lumos Global 

Mobisol

Off Grid Electric 

One Degree Solar 

Simpa Networks 

Village Power

USAID

1

Angaza 

Azuri Technologies

Bboxx

d.light 

Fenix international 

Greenlight Planet

Lumos Global 

Mobisol 

Off Grid Electric

Simpa Networks

SolarNow

Village Power

WakaWaka

2

Acumen 

BNEF

Citi Bank 

Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation 

DfID

Energy Access Ventures

FMO 

Global Partnerships

Lendable 

LGT Venture Philanthropy

Mercy Corps

Netri Foundation 

Overseas Private Investment Corporation 

(OPIC)

Persistent Energy

ResponsAbility 

SE4ALL

SIMA Funds 

Standard Chartered Bank 

SunFunder

Venture South

3


